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Please	note:		THIS	STORY	HAS	TAKEN	A	YEAR	
TO	CURATE	#COVIDFATIGUE	
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another	note:

this	poem	was
composed	using	
the	words	of	the
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2019-2020	
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Sharing	learning
stories

#familyconnections
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Keeping	connected

#parentsupport
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Sharing	more	
learning	stories

#takingupourpassions
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Looks	like	we	know
how	to	learn

wherever	we	find
ourselves

#unstoppable
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How	do	we	keep	our
playful	connections	with

the	children	alive	?

#weloveyou
#youarenotforgotten
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Our	silliness	found
a	way	around	COVID.

#takethat
#energizing
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Who	knew	?		
Last	day	of	school

2020

#respectcelebration
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The memory of 120 children and adults frolicking in the pool on March 5, 2020

is strong; jumping, rolling, splashing, connecting, laughing, tickling – a cacophonic

surge of bodies in the changeroom moving quickly and inefficiently to catch the bus

home (because we all wanted to remain in the water until the very last moment).  I

would have hired a photographer to document the moment had I known it would be

the last day of school.  COVID 19 sucker punched the world; foreshadowed in film,

ignored in real life, we were not prepared.  Keenly aware of the powerful somatic

remnants of unprocessed emotion – misunderstandings, confusions, sensory input -

far removed from our language centers that will most definitely passively aggressively

battle every cognitive lecture offered, I sit today reflecting upon our second year of

enactment.  Critical to not lose the successes and learnings of this past year, COVID

19 has been a distracting and annoying mosquito in the night preventing me from

summer days of peaceful reflection; just when I begin to relax, imagine and play with

my memories, I begin to grieve the new normal that September may usher in.	

 	

As Wade Davis recently suggested, connection and connectivity have been

taken from us – for a season, until a vaccine, forever - qualities of being human

mirroring the claws and teeth of a tiger.  It’s Bonnie Henry’s dichotomous call of

being kind and calm whilst being safe; how do I maintain 2 meters of distance

between myself and a five year old hungry for a physical expression of love?  Or pay

attention and comment on the amount of time one child is rubbing his soapy hands

together rather than notice and comment on the patient waiting of the others?  Or

hold a crying child who has been stung whilst having others – both children and
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adults - express that touching is taboo right now.  Privileged by a lifetime of rarely

having to concern myself with basic survival skills – and thus not triggered by this

stranger - I find myself illiterate and lost with the residual confusion, insecurity and

uncertainty as I am steeped in local feedback, media reports, Dr. Henry’s comments,

etc.  Back and forth, back and forth - between love anyways (because of the very low

threat on Vancouver Island) and my inner critic’s calls of blatant irresponsibility (which

leads me to medical practitioners to check my perceptions) – really makes one dizzy.	

 	

I consider, (re)consider, mull, ruminate, examine, ponder, weigh - perhaps I

shall ignore reflecting on our enactment of the Field Guide last year ?  Is it

impossible to gather up a year that is in fragments ?  Fair to lower my expectations ?

And yet, so much was learned and (un)learned. Can I let it slip through my shaky

hands ?  I reach out to school based co-creators and am empowered by the attention

given to my queries; finding new resolve – galvanized, motivated.	

 	

Inspirited by Amanda Gorman, and then by the Smuqwa’s poetry reflecting the

desecration of Tousilum’s ancestral home at Xwaaq’um, I deconstruct the collection

of reflections and expressions – from the hearts and minds of staff – about last year’s

enactment of the Field Guide that preceeded the invisible interuptor and re-collect it

as a poem.  Here I find my bearings …	

 	
-
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Attention = Love	

This is an enormous undertaking	

Full of challenge	

Pressure                                       and release	

Punctuated by joy	

Love Train	

Moved by passion	
Woven together 

at the speed of trust	

Different priorities	
Perspectives 
Scraping up	

against reality	

Sometimes polishing	

Sometimes sparking	

(or is that grinding?)	

Growing sensitivity to personal impact	

Never has a staff given more	

Never have children returned so MUCH more	

Q’shintul -	

Walking with	

Walking together	

 	

 	

A living, growing evolution	
Building on our experiences
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our time, talents, assets, funds of knowledge 
Collaboratively reflecting	

Listening and problem solving	

What worked ?	

Rhythms and practices:	

Playful Inquiries	

Extended Free Play	

Collaborative Time	

The power in & from	

 a MAPS meeting	
The beautiful witnessing 

in a formal report	
Competency goals 

in continuous process	

Intentionally giving & receiving feedback	

Deep love and connection	

of each adult	

with each child	

“I see YOU”	

Doing healing work	

from broken to more whole	

More trusting …	

 	

What didn’t fit?	

What may be better?	
Or must it take the time it takes?
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Lessons learned            Lessons (un)learned	

Building up          Graciously letting go	

Piecing together	

Things more fitting	

Smoother	
Ever-Adapting 

(living in a reno)	

Being resourceful	

Loose parts	

both ordinary and abstract	

To inspire and deepen	
bending towards creativity 

Not Correctness	

Attention = respect	

(And an ever-turning of disrespect into respect)	

 	

The goal:	

To personalize	
The gift 

The glue	

The seamlessness	

of relationships	

two years strong	

 	
Reassurance too 

for those new here
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“Trust yourself ”	

“You’re on the right track”	

 	
This geometric 

and geologic 
shifting 

From triangle to circle	

Colonially rooted ways of being	

Transforming into a Village	

And the courage to witness	

(when it’s not popular	

or comfortable)	

That things can’t be ignored	

Can’t be ignored	

Pressure                                       and release	

Can’t be ignored	

Making mistakes	

Defaulting to control	

Having difficulties sharing space	

 	

Exhausted	

 	

Lost	

 	
                                                                                                                                                           Why ?
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Remember	…	

 	

Listen for brilliance	

Be curious	

Deeply question	
Finding the curriculum 

in the children	

Finding the curriculum	

as the children, the relationships, the cha enges	

Being real	

Authentic	

Is to acknowledge e/motion	

Earth Studio	

A place for pressure                      and release	

Stop	

And	

Listen	

The offer of a break	

To step out of the stream	

For a bit	

Asking                 “How do I feel ?”	

“Where do I feel it ?”	

Understanding grows	

Heart	
Soul
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Body	

Agency strengthened	

Intersections	

Amongst self and others	

E/motions are more welcome	

ALL e/motions are more welcome	

 	

Ecological mystery	

Outdoors	

Removing walls	

Size & diversity of space(s)	

Less hemming	

Whimsical	

Free	

MESSY	

Movement	

    Calming                               and heightening	

Pressure                                       and release	

Weather, seasons, animal relations, wild spirits	

Encouraging risky play	

Physical literacy	
Pushing past 

Perceived (imposed?) limits	
Perseverance 

Problem solving 
Forward thinking
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And decision making	

Pressure                                       and release	

Needing to move	

Whilst feeling safe	

Deeply safe	

Held	

Secure	

As we grapple with big questions	

Open to more?	
Learning 

Exploring	

Playing	

Story creations	

Afforded by the lush forest	

Gifted by Sanderson	

A place of serious reverence	

 	

            And then inside	

   (relief?) 
                                       An opening                             

of deepening attention	

“How do you spe  _____ ?”	

“What does ‘t’ say ?”	

“Did you take my chair ?”	

“What does a grasshopper eat ?”	
Focused learning
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Documenting learning 
More energy and stamina	

                                                                 The conditions for deep learning	

(This is not frivolous)	

And we notice a correlation-	
risky play 

&	

                                                                             a willingness to take risks intellectually	

physical literacy	

&	

literacy literacy	
Or is the deep learning 

The Play outside ?	

Journaling instead	

A practice of recording  ?	

		

  Playful Inquiries	
         The evolution of deep thought                                                               its promise

                         more often realized      
 now	

children forging own paths	

within the choices offered	

to grow & learn & develop & expand & …	

vibrant, raucous, beguiling pitches	

by many adults here	
emerging from the substrate 

of children’s questions, musings, wonderings, desires
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and now	

(what a lovely surprise!)	
 initiative taken up 

by some children	

deepening our understandings	

Who is teacher?	

Who is learner?	

Perhaps Vgotsky had it right	

All along	
This geometric shi ing 
From triangle to circle	

being okay	

with emergence	

with flow	

letting go of the reins	

sweet accidents	

& epiphanies unplanned	

 	

A garden	

emerGES	

What will emerge ?	

Grant writing	

Dreaming	

Articulation	

Patient waiting	
A gift arrives
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Wood	

Hands	

Constructing	

A co-creation	

Children and adults	
Structures raised by the loving hands 

of community	

 	
A song 

Emerges	

“I wish I could have gone to a school like this”	

(Why would we want the world to be any other way ?)	

 	

Elder honouring	

Tousilum & Sulsa’meethl	
“In ALL their actions, 

our children are developing strengths”	

“They grow in their own ways”	
How to foster growth 

In positive ways ?	

Attention = Love	

Attention = Respect	

(Patience is vital for attention)	

Shifting thinking	

Shifting our attention	
Deeply listening
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To each other	

To more than human beings	

To Mother Earth	

where wisdom dwells	

The shifting seasons	

leaves changing = salmon running	

the pu ing of cedar stimulates growth	
Hulquiminum names speak of rhythms 

When to do what	

                                                                                                                   What to pay attention to	

Immersive Pedgagogy rooted in respect	
Permission required to take 

and thanks as an outpouring of gratitude 
Deep, constant abiding	

Q’shintul -	

Walking with	

Walking together	

What does that mean in a school?	

For a school?	

To education?	

Decolonizing	

Remember	

A child who is shy	

Holding back	

Not jumping right in	
Are they a knowledge keeper?
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A witness?	

Remember	
A child who lies	

Protecting friends	

Is expressing loyalty	

Remember	
Through diversity	

Strength	

Runners & Shouters	

Builders & Poke-the-Bearers	

Eye-Rollers & Getter-Done-‘ers	

Remember	
Challenging colonial conditioning	

Need for control	

Need for engineered flow	

To take	

& not ask for consent	

Because I know what’s best for you	

ignorance = disregard	

ignorance = disrespect	

ignorance has led us here	

Remember	
 	

“I wish I could have gone to a school like this”
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Child honouring	

Sacred Children	

‘Xe ‘Xe Smune’em	

Uniqueness	

Quirkiness	

Beauty	

Not identified by year of birth	

Slowing down of expectations	

Tending to needs	

In the moment	

Reflecting & Celebrating	

Uniqueness	

No two alike	

(Even adults)	

Diversity enriches (challenges) all	

Relation precedes education	

Relationships take the time they take	

Attention = Love	

Attention = Respect	

Like strands of sister cedar	

woven over time	

 	
“I wish I could have gone to a school like this”
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Children shining -	

Taking up leadership	

Drawing on strengths to inspire others	

 	

“I wish I could have gone to a school like this”	

 	

Children struggling –	

The privilege to fail	

The freedom to fail	

Mixed groups	

Chosen by children	

Sometimes inspiring	

Sometimes shutting down	

Stuck	

Pressure                                       and release	
Patience & a soft voice 

Connecting and supporting	

Each	

&	

All	

 	

“I wish I could have gone to a school like this”	

 	

 	

Children mentoring -	
Sharing their journeys towards trust
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Their struggles	

Their growing understandings	

with clarity & confidence	

without judgement	

 	

“I wish I could have gone to a school like this”	

 	

Children opening –	

Taking feedback	

Leaving feedback	

Asking for feedback	

 	

“I wish I could have gone to a school like this”	

 	

And	then	

A new (?) normal	

 	

Connecting	

Witnessing	

Home to home	

Pet to pet	

“Look at this”	

“Look at that”	

An impact	
Not to be dismissed
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Honest conversations	

Deepening relationships	

Deepening understandings	
My norm(al) 

Is not necessarily 
Your norm(al)	

Remember

					 									Pressure like never    before 
a global pandemic

We hope for release	.

We wait for release .
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And	so	we	wait	with
masks	&	distance	...
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